MAR é
#plasticfree

SMART, GREEN, TRENDY and ETHICAL

STAINLESS STEEL STRAW
FOR COCKTAILS, BEVERAGES
AND SMOOTHIES

"POLI STRAW” - A HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT
- MOCA Certification
- AISI 316 stainless steel, single alloy which guarantees
maximum cleanliness and corrosion resistance
- very long-life cycle
- 3 diametre sizes
- 3 different standard lengths:
MARé - sorbet
MARé - cocktail
MARé - drinks
- rounded edges
- customizable length and curvature

MAXIMUM HYGIENE AND EASY CLEANING
- easy to clean thanks to mirror polishing
- dishwasher safe like common cutlery
- stainless steel MARé Cleaner can be provided

MARé is the #plasticfree straw

that spreads your Brand and respects the Environment.
Customizable with lateral engraving.

MARé replaces traditional plastic straws.
A EU European Directive prohibites the use of straws and other food-grade items in disposable plastic.
Recognised by the CONFINDUSTRIA Study Centre - Italian BBF product “Bello e Ben Fatto” - beautiful and well done –
to support all the products that convey the Made in Italy values.

POLI srl
via A. Costa 39/43 | Castel Maggiore | Bologna | ITALY
www.polisrl.com | info@polisrl.com | T. +39 051 700184

INOX STAINLESS STEEL STRAW | POLI srl
MARé

MARé

is a stainless steel straw that replaces the traditional plastic straws.

The product is compliant with the EU-MOCA Directives and respects the strict provisions that regulate the
processing and production of materials intended for contact with food.
It is made of AISI 316 stainless steel (18/8/3 austenitic and
amagnetic steel), MARé is particularly resistant to corrosion from
alkaline, acidic, alcoholic or corrosive drinks such as Coke,
lemon-based drinks, sorbets and all drinks which contain high
percentages of sugar.
The steel is resistant, easy to clean and maintains the
temperature of drinks.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- MOCA Certification
- AISI 316 stainless steel
- steel base thickness: 0,5 mm
- diameter 6 / 8 / 10 mm
- length 13,5 cm
16 cm
21 cm

A PRODUCT “SIGNED" POLI
- customizable with external engraving
- rounded edges
- length and curvature are customizable

PRODUCT DETAILS

Production in compliance with EU Directives - MOCA DGISAN 14445 -P-10/4/2017 D. Lgs. 10/2/2017 n.29

